True-False: Determine whether each of the following statements is true or false, then mark your response on your scantron card. Do not read anything into these statements. They are straightforward statements – either true or false. There are no “trick questions.”

1. A psychologist who emphasizes the importance of early childhood experiences and unconscious factors would likely be associated with the cognitive-behavioral psychological perspective.

2. According to the humanistic perspective, we are in control of our lives and have the capacity for positive growth.

3. Professor McDonald believes that most women prefer tall and physically strong partners because this preference enhanced the survival of our ancestor's genes. This viewpoint best illustrates the evolutionary perspective.

4. A behavioral psychologist would be interested in studying the feelings one associates with being in love.

5. Sigmund Freud believed that conscious mental processes were of little importance.

6. Dr. Zimand is studying testosterone levels and aggression in adult males. It is likely that Dr. Zimand specializes in the evolutionary approach to psychology.

7. A treatment plan for Annette focuses on consistently providing rewards for doing things she wants to do more often and removing rewards for doing things she wants to do less often. This approach adheres most closely to the behavioral perspective.

8. A psychologist who feels that people's thought processes function almost like computer programs endorses the cognitive perspective.

9. Psychologists who study the role of the brain in psychological processes have adopted the neuroscience perspective.

10. According to a behavioral psychologist, is Jenny likely to clean up her room because she knows it is the right thing to do.

11. A psychologist following the humanistic approach would be most interested in how the same behavior is interpreted differently by people living in different cultures.

12. The cognitive psychological perspective views human beings as information processors who think, plan, and problem-solve.

13. Professor Alan is studying the regions of the brain that are activated when his subjects view disturbing images from horror films. He is taking the biological perspective.

14. The humanistic psychological perspective emphasizes free will and innate human tendencies toward growth.

15. Sigmund Freud believed that early family relationships shape the personality.

16. A criticism of the evolutionary approach is that it places too much emphasis on cultural factors.

17. The Sociocultural perspective maintains that some behaviors are pre-wired into species as they assist in maintaining the reproductive ability of the species.

18. The psychodynamic and the humanistic perspectives are similar in that both acknowledge the importance of internal personality processes.

19. One of the values promoted by the sociocultural perspective is the belief that the cultural context of behavior is important.

20. Cognitive psychology can best be described as the area of psychology which attempts to reduce judgmental thinking.